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THE MIXING OF JETS IN A CHANNEL WITH

VARIABLE CROSS-SECTION

0. V. Yakovlevskiy

In gas machines we encounter currents with non-
uniform profiles of gas-dynamic parameters, e.g.,
velocity, this non-uniformity gradually smoothing
out downstream. Similar flows are observed in
particular in the mixing chambers of ejectors, two-
circuit jet engines [i], etc. In some practical
cases these flows occur in channels, the form of
which differs from the cylindrical, i.e., in chan-
nels with variable cross-section.

In planning such gas machines and apparatus it
is necessary to know the laws of change in the non-
uniformity of the stream along the flow-through
section. The methods of calculating the parameters
of a non-uniform stream in a channel of arbitrary
shape have not, however, yet been established.
There exists only the monograph (2] of A. Ya. Cherez
on a theory devoted to flow in the cylindrical blend-
ing chamber of an ejector.

In the present work an attempt is made to devise a
method of calculating the flow of a fluid with non-
uniform velocity distribution of the jet type in a
channel with variable cross-section.

i. Initial premises and equations. When mixing coaxial streams

in a channel (Fig. i) it is, as is well known [2], possible to separ.

ate at least two essentially different regions of flow. In the first

of these, called the primary zone, the dimensions of the region of
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flow mixture are less than the transverse dimensions of the channel;

whereas in the following secondary zone the mixing process already

embraces the whole cross-section of the stream. The flow in pre-

cisely this zone will be examined below.

From analysis of the velocity profiles in the second zone of

the stream in cylindrical and conical (effuser) channels the con-

clusion has been successfully drawn that the the velocity distribu-

tions in different cross-sections reduced to dimensionless form by

two parameters maintain their similarity along the channel. Con-

cretely, it is question of autosimulation of the profile of dimen-

sionless velocity of the form
6u, (i.i)

Here u is the longitudinal component of flow velocity; Um, veloc-

ity on the x axis; ,, average (areal) flow velocity in the given

section; R, present radius of the channel; and Z, distance from the

axis.

The experimental data of A. Ya. Cherkez [2] and K. Viktorin [3]

for a cylindrical channel are shown in Fig. 2 treated as the function

6u°(e), where t - y/R; and the results of the author's experiments for

a mixing chamber of the effuser type (truncated cone with aperture

angle of 8020,), in Fig. 3. As we see, the profile of dimensionless

velocity 6u0(t) is similar in both oases in the different cross-sec-

tions of the stream.

Fig. i. Diagram of
Jet propagation in a
channel with variable
cross-section.
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rig. 2. Profile of relative
excess velocity uO( ) in a
cylindrical channel. Curve tig. 3. Ple o ela
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By analogy with the free turbulent stream let us assume that

autosimulating distribution of dimensionless velocity in the cross-

section of the Jet stream in the channel is described by the so-called

:, Schlichting law which is written

when applied to the case under examination.

Coefficient A(i) is a numerical constant which is selected so

! that the equation of discontinuity will be identically satisfied when

,! ; using profile (1.2).

The curves corresponin to relationship (1.2) are also shown in

Pigs. 2 and 3; it is evident that in their first approximation they

describe the autosimulating profile of velocity 6u°( ) rather well.

Thus, one of the initial prerequisites of the calculation method

is the similarity in the profiles of dimensionless velocity which was
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discovered on analyzing the experimental data; in this, the autosimu-

•lating distribution of velocity 6u°(t) may be described by relation-

ship (1.2).

Moreover, the following assumptions were made in the calcula-

tions: the fluid is considered incompressible (P = const), the static

pressure p is assumed to be constant at every cross-section, and the

force of friction between the fluid and the wall of the channel is

neglected. The last assumption Is Justified in that the extent of

the channel in which mixture takes place is usually small and amounts

to only a few diameters of the channel.

Consequently the problem is reduced to determining the dependence

of three unknown values, um, g, and p, on longitudinal coordinate x.

Axisymmetrical fluid flow in the examined case is, as Is well known

(4), determined by the equations
PUS I. + 43)

Here u and v are the components of velocity of average motion;

and the stress of turbulent friction -t according to L. Prandtl is

described by the formula

TPPiiI

System (1.3) may be easily converted to the form

pWV...- pudy (1.4)

If both halves of the first of the 3quations (I.4) are multiplied

by dy and integrated from 0 to an arbitrary Z and then the value pvy

from the second of these Bquations (i.4) is substituted, we get

d lpu'Vyd-a lfpaydy - (1. 45)

This is the first of the correlations of the system of equations

for determining the above-listed three variables. The second



correlation is derived from (4. 5) if the upper limit in the integrals

entering here is set equal to channel radius R and the boundary con-

dition at the wall, y = R, Tt - 0, is satisfied:

It (1.6)
S

The third correlation in our system is the condition for main-

taining mass in the channel
B

dpydy=O, Or G -const 4i.7)
0

and serves to determine the average (areal) stream velocity in each

cross-section.

Let us introduce the dimensionless coordinates and dimensionless

velocities
z= , : .R , , u . m (!oU)

R f -r. U 4g' T-, I-A(I)

where R is the radius of the channel at some fixed cross-section.

Let us replace the gradient of pressure in Eq. (4.5) by its

expression in (1.6); in doing so we will assume that the relationship

of iixture path 1 to the channel radius in the same section remains

constant along the channel and can depend only on 4, i.e., 1/R -

in addition, we will use expression (1.2) to distribute velocity u

in the oross-seoction of the stream.

As a result we obtain the following differential equation for

determining the dimensionless velocity on channel axis U

Jr IM() +N() Ui, - : OT (1) U+ 2-a U 12M(t) + P () U (. 9)

Here the top sign before the first member on the right side is

taken if the velocity on the flow axis is greater than at the wall;

and the bottom sign, in the opposite cme Moreover, in Eq. (4.9)

the following designations are introduced:
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M =A. (t) -. A. (1). T (t) --'18429 (J)
Nv (t).-- 2 [B (4). tB (1)) - M (t) 13A4 (1) + 4p (t)] (i. io)

P (t) - B (t) -t2B (t)- 2A (1) M (t)

A(|- 2 9 (t) td, A(1) -0.2571,. B(t)- -sP(t)t&, B(t) -o.M5

If function q(4) were an autosirmulating solution of the motion

equations Eq. (1.9) would not contain 4, that is, the coefficients

of M(e), N(t), T(e), and P(t) would be proportional to each other.

But in our case these coefficients possess no exact proportionality;

one can convince himself of this from an examination of Fig. 4 which

lists the relationships M(4), N(C), and P(t). In this we do not

examine the change in value of T(t) since it has in principle no

2
significance as it is the co-factor of the empirical constant x In

order to simplify the subsequent analysis we will relate the coeffio

cients of Eq. (1.9) to the value of M(t) and introduce the following

designations for these relative coefficients:

, . (f) , b ()= , C()=

Substituting these coefficients in Eq. (1.9) and also introduc-

ing the value k - x2 b() we finally get

RJ + )- :FkU2 + 2 -R U (2 + cU)

Since there are no objective criteria for the selection of the

value of C at which the coefficients of a(g), b(t) and c(t) should

be figured, we will, in our desire to avoid arbitrariness, find their

average integral values in accordance with the formulas

Completing the integration we finally get

a.,- 0.340, bi.- ., (L. 12)
- 0.1664
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We will use these values of the coefficients of Eq. (1.9) in

what follows.

2. Analysis of the dolution. In the general case when the

relationship R°(x ° ) has an arbitrary form, Eq. (1.ii) is an Abelian

equation of the second sort [5] and its solution is not expressed in

quadratures. In two frequent cases which are examined below, the

solution of differential Eq. (i..ii) may be successfully expressed

through elementary functions.

Case i. A cylindrical channel (R° = const = i). In the case

of a cylindrical channel Eq. (i.ii) is greatly simplified and its

solution in the boundary condition where x0 = 0, U = U has the form

V- - - a In i =L-kx °

If we substitute here the numerical value of coefficient a

according to Formula (i.12) and relate the excess velocity on the

stream axis U to its value in the first section U*, i.e., introduce

U0 = U/U*, we finally get
I - - 0.80oU. Igu =* W. x (2.1)

The empirical constant k in this equation is approximately 0.26

according to estimates based on the experimental data of different

authors [2, 3, 6]. The change in the static pressure along the

channel is found from Eq. (.6). The change in static pressure is

related to velocity pressure corresponding to the average (areal)

velocity A, which in the case examined remains constant along the

channel (g - cont - g.), and is determined from the formula
*p = -0.0674 U.2 (I -U') 22

This formula enables us to find the distribution Ap 0(x ° ) since

the relationship U°(x ° ) is known and is determined by Eq. (2.1).
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The change in the value of U0 in a cylindrical channel with a

different pattern* of velocity profile in the initial section charac-

teristic of excess velocity U. is illustrated in Fig. 5. It is

evident that the greater the initial nonuniformity, the more intense

is its equalization also, during which in accordance with Formula (2.2)

a greater increase in pressure also occurs.

Case 2. A channel with vari-

able cross-section and a straight-

/4 - N I line generatrix (R° = + °).

ii aThe differential Eq. (i.ii) in the

case in question takes the form
Fig. 4. Change in the coef-
ficients M(e), N(t), and P() dU
in cross-section of stream. (1 + ae)(I +au)w=4W +(2,=cTk)Us

The solution of this equation with the boundary condition of
0x - 0 and U - U. is expressed by the following simple formula:

( * (2.3)

Here are introduced the following designations

10.

If, as in the preceding case, we introduce the relative axial

velocity Uo relationship (2.3) will be rewritten thus:

* The nonuniformity of the velocity profile may be characterized
by the coefficient v - i -r, where the value of T is the ratio of the
velocity averaged for flow rate to the velocity averaged for area

UP NV' a.~d /(2S UviV)s

Adopting Formula (1.2) for the distribution of the velocity we

can show that T - I + 0.067 U2 . Thus the coefficient of nonuniformity
V - 0.0674 U2 proves to be iuediately connected with the excess axial
velocity U.
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(U) +u. +=0 (2.4)

As we see, the change in velocity along the axis of the channel

is determined by two parameters, U* and a, characterizing the initial

pattern of the velocity profile and the geometric properties of the

channel, respectively.

Knowing the relationship U°(x° ) we may find the distribution of

the static pressur. along the channel from Eq. (1.6). Omitting the

intermediate calculations we will write the final expression relating

the change in pressure, as in the preceding case, to velocity pressure

pg 2/2 corresponding to the average (areal) stream velocity in cross-

section xO - 0.

A9° = (t++t)- (.A+ U.) 4 (.++Uo) (2.5)

Here

0.1348 U, 0.0674 (3- 4a) U,2
S-M (I -4n)' t 1-44

The evolution of the nonuniformity of the velocity profile in

channels of the effuser and diffuser type is shown in Fig. 5 in the

form of the relationship U(x O) for three values (+0.05, -0.05, -0.1)

for parameter a corresponding to central angles of cones of 5040,
and 11°301. As should have been expected the most rapid damping of

the nonuniformity occurs in the effuser, in which process the effect

of pa'amter U* becomes weaker with the increase in the degree of

constriction of the channel, and, for example when a - -0. iO the

curves of VOW(x) for U* - 0.5 and i.0 practically coalesce into one.

The change in the nonuniformity of the velocity profile along

the channel occurs under the influence of two factors: turbulent

mixing (proportional to the cross-sectional gradient of the velocity)

-9-



always leading to the leveling of the nonuniformity, and unequal

acceleration of the fluid in different flow tubes on changing the

area of the cross-section (with the same pressure change the slower

* Jets accelerate in the effuser or slow down in the diffuser more than

do the faster Jets). The first of these factors in its purest form

7i appears in the examples examined in Fig. 5 in the case of a cylindri-

cal channel (a - 0), and the second factor begins to prevail most

powerfully over the first in the rapid area change of the cross-

section, that is, in a large gradient of pressure (this is observed

in the examples in Fig. 5, e.g., for the effuser even when a - -0.10).

In the flow in the effuser both factors act in the same direction and

in the flow in the diffuser the second factor, in distinction from

the first, favors the increase of velocity-profile nonuniformity. The

coimnon influence of the noted factors is very clear in the cases of

flow shown in Fig. 5 in a weak diffuser (central angle 5°0'). At a

greater initial nonuniformity (U* - i.0) both factors are approximately

the same in strength: the curve of U0(x° ) diverges weakly from the

line of U0 - i (in the direction of U < i); but at a smaller non-

uniformity (U* - 0.5) the first of the mentioned factors becomes

considerably weaker than the second and as a result of the unfavorable

effect of the second factor the nonuniformity of the velocity profile

proves to be progressive downstream (U° > i).

In flow calculations in conical diffuser channels we should

keep in mind the possibility of the stream breaking away from the

wall of the channel when the size of the central angle exceeds 8 to

i 0 . The calculation method proposed here in the case of break-away

diffusers may be applied only in the flow region where the zone or

reverse curents has already disappeared and the velocity profile of

form (i.1) has become autosimulating.
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3. Coqparison. with the experimental data. Research on flow

with a jet profile of velocity in a channel of cylindrical shape has

been conducted by several authors. In particular, data of interest

to us are contained in works by A. Ya. Cherkez [2] and also by

W. Richards and W. Osborne [6] on low-pressure air ejectors and in

research by V. M. Papin on a water ejector [7]. Figure 6 shows the

experimental results of these authors together with the U°(x° ) curve

computed of the theoretical relationship (2.i). In doing this, in

each case we selected as a beginning for the calculation on the x-axis

the cross-section in which U* = ±; we took the value of the empirical

coefficient k to be 0.26. As we see, the calculation method proposed

here leads to completely satisfactory agreement with the experimental

data on hand. The constancy of the empirical coefficient in the

calculation formula under different experimental conditions which was

discovered from a comparison of the theory with experiment should be

especially emphasized.

Alto, ig. 6. Comparison of cal-
culated curve of duMping of

2 S Vrelative axial velocity U0

with experimental data of
various authors. Curve from

Fig. 5. Calculated rela- Formula (2.A); points from
tionship U0(x°) for dif- experiments of i) Cherkez
fuser (a - 0.05), cylin- (2J, 2 and 3) Richards and
drical tube (a - 0), and Osborz [6], 4) Papin (71.
effuser channel (a -
S-0.05, -o.io). Solid

curves for U* - 0.5;
dashed, for U* - L.0.
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Fig. 7. Change in axial Fig. 8. Chao=ein static
velocityUO(xu)of non- pressure ApO(xO) in non-
uniform stream in effuser uniform stream in effuser
with straight-line goner- with straight-line goner-
atrix (a - 0071 atrix (a -- 0.0721).
Curve from calculaion, Curve from calculation,
points from author's points from author's
experiments, experiments.

It was of great interest to compare the theoretical and experi-

mental results in the case of a channel with variable cross-section.

Such experimefts were conducted by the author on a model of a effuser

mixing chamber which represented a truncated cone with an angle of

80201 ( - -0.0721) i0,40 mm long and with a cross-sectional diameter

of 1.00 am. Two coaxial streams of air, the flow rates per second of

which could be independently regulated, were supplied to the entry

section of the mixing chamber; this allowed us to create different

nommiformities of velocity profile in the entry section of the

channel. Figure 7 shows the data of one of these experiments in the

form of relationship U°(x°); the calculation curve from Formula (2.4)

is also shown here. The nonaniformity of the stream in the section

taken to be initial was characterized by a value of U* - 1. O. The

empirical coefficient k was taken in the case examined to be 0.26,

i.e., equal to the value derived for the flow in a cylindrical tube.

Figure 8 shows the experimental data obtained in the author's

experiments on the distribution of static pressure along the wall of

the channel; here Is also entered the curve defined by relationships

(2.4) and (2.5). Frm an analYsis of Fgxs. 7 and 8 it follows that

the calculation method proposed here is cmpletely suitable for

1TD-TT-62-157i-i+2+4 -12-



practical use in studying the motion or a fluid with a nonuniform
velocity profile of the jet type in a effuser channel with a straight-
line generatrix.
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